Job Description

Soul Art Shop is looking for people!

Are you:

- A people oriented person who enjoys providing service and a deeper connection with people in every day life?

- Looking for a strong purpose in your work and livelihood as two parts of a whole?

- Searching for meaning of life on the road less traveled?

- A dedicated soul and want to meet like minded people?

- A cat lover?

Then we'd like to hear from you.

Founded on Art, Handicrafts and Holistic living, Soul Art is looking for someone to join our Youth Practice & Learning Internship Program, to fill an important role in our friendly team. Hence, we designed this program primarily for university students to learn and grow through our daily run.

Soul Art Shop is a store-based business, and while obviously sale of products is quintessential for our maintenance, the emphasis lies in providing heartfelt services and mindful learning for people through the process of art crafting.

The signature of our brand lays emphasis upon our works, which are original, handmade items. We treat polymer clay crafting as a labor of love, and through those works, they serve to represent a deeper aspect of ourselves. Our focus is on the growth of the individual as a whole, and to find truthfulness in all areas of our life. Therefore it is important to us to provide not only a great service to our customers, but to form genuine bonds with people across different communities.

Taking care of a shop will be a first and basic duty and we will provide the necessary training for this area of your work. A good speaker in Mandarin and
English is a plus and any other languages will be mutually beneficial. As much of our customer base represent people from all parts of the world, our essential line of work lies in our capacity to maintain natural, friendly and meaningful conversations with them. This is a key characteristic of our company philosophy, and you will find this experience exciting, challenging, and equally rewarding.

Although prior work experience is not necessary, your skill set as a total person will also be a great contribution, as the nature of our company offers versatility across many areas.

We welcome anyone who is interested in sharing this unique working (and human) experience with us, and wishes to learn to better themselves, while spreading out your breadth and reach within our team, our customers, and any other person you may meet in life! We also hope to form a long term working relationship beyond the internship program.

To apply send us your CV and cover letter to yangsiqiu@soulartshop.com

And please provide a short introduction of your self, to let us know why you'd like to work with us, and your understanding of our values and our company philosophy.

More information about us can be found here:

www.soulartshop.com

Facebook: Soul Art Shop

Instagram: Soul Art Shop

Tel: 28577786 / 51294354

General Enquiry: hello@soulartshop.com

HR Enquiry: yangsiqiu@soulartshop.com